, which follows based on a classic theorem according to which the solutions of the linear differential equation of the second order cannot have double zeros. Based on this, it follows that for the quality of the curve, including quality of zero solutions, derivative ) (x a′ is important, as well as its fore-sign. Furthermore, it is very important whether a(x) is monotonous or not, which Sturm could not see due to his algebraic approach to the problem. If coefficient a(x) is non-monotonous function, then the number of zero solutions of the equation
is determined by firstly determining intervals of monotony. Then in each interval separately the number of zeros and locations of zeros are determined. Sturm also sensed this to some point when he defined his famous theorem on minimum number of zeros (case when a(x) is strictly
), but he did not have better mathematical apparatus to establish and introduce a definite proof for it.
However, despite of this, each basic literature on oscillating solutions of differential equation contains also Sturm's theorems on minimum number of zero oscillations in canonical interval which goes as follows: Theorem 1.1 Let us have the following equation:
with two more equations with constant coefficients:
Sturm's theorems for canonical equation
In this case the following is valid:
1. each non-trivial solution of the equation ( .3) by framing them between two constants k and K, which are coefficients of equations of harmonic oscillations. In this way he applied avant-garde approach in using method of differential inequalities and nonequations for evaluation of squarely insolvable equations. However, we cannot find this theorem satisfying, because it does not determine better and more precise zero locations. Furthermore, it does not determine the precise number of zeros either, but it only specifies the minimum number of zeros.
Today, there are works on zero solutions of differential oscillating equation, but they are based on theory of groups (Boruvka, Gregus, Biernacki, Suyama), while the thorough sources on these results can be found in famous monographs, those of Kamke [1] and Lamberto Cesari [2] . These works have not found their places in large books and manuals on differential equations (Eins, Hartman, Coddington-Levnison, Matveev, Pontryagin, etc). We also do not have impression that they are simple and adequate for engineering practice. According to our results, the right method for determination of number of zeros and very precise locations of zero oscillations is the method of iteration sequences, which is the most direct, but it has not been used, because it has not been worked out.
By applying this method we have solved not the equation (1.3), but its canonical equation:
for which it is
By series of works since 1993, we have shown that the equation (1.6), when the coefficient a(x) fulfills the conditions 1) and 2), is solved most easily if integral form
is submitted to iterations, regardless of general nature of the coefficient a(x). Thus, the solution in the form of iteration sequences is easily obtained: 
Even at first glance, it can be seen that for a(x)>0, this solution has the structure of sine and cosine, and these are exactly obtained for a=const.
, then the upper sequences made of successive integrals (iterations) are actually some nonelementary functions similar to simple Euclid's sine and cosine which depend on a(x). Nevertheless, this a(x) does not change drastically their usual main properties -schedule of zeros, change of sign, limitation, curving points in zeros, changes of curves, oscillating nature. Testing this, we have obtained the base for statement which says that solutions of the equation (1.6) given with (1.9) have the following form:
and that general solution is:
By using the theorem on mean value of integral and method of geometric means in some definite interval [ ] x , 0 , but which can also be big, we easily obtained very precise approximate formulae for the above generalized (general) sine and cosine. However this is now complex argument which depends on a(x). Namely, we obtain:
which are some complete functions of the complex argument. Now, based on aforesaid, it has not been difficult to determine approximately much better zero locations, which Sturm completely missed.
The following theorem is valid: The reason for solution y 1 to have one zero more than solution y 2 lies in the fact that sine always has one zero more than cosine in a closed interval which contains the whole number of full periods of these functions. This is obvious both from analytic sequences for sinx and cosx and from iteration sequences for the same functions.
Main results

If non-continuous function a(x)
is not monotonous and if it oscillates infinite number of times remaining positive, as, for example, in equation
where M is high enough so that a(x) can remain positive for each x>0, then the number of zeros must be searched separately in every interval of monotony either of rising or falling.
Fig. 1.
If a(x) is a positive function with definite number of zeros of derivative
, then the function of the frequency ) ( ) ( x a x x F = seems somehow similar and the following is important for it: 1) it has compulsory zero in the point x=0; 2) the stationary points of the functions a(x) and F(x) do not correspond because:
for those values of x which satisfies the equation:
Since a(x)>0 and x>0, then the equation (2.3) can have solutions only in area in which 0 ) ( < ′ x a , i.e. in which a(x) is a falling function. Therefore, if η is an abscissa of maximum of the function F(x) and ξ is an abscissa of the maximum of the function a(x), then η ξ < , which is very important for these Sturm's theorems.
Fig.2
Let now the non-monotonous function a(x) fall and reach its minimum in point ζ . Then the function F(x) is also changed during this process and the minimum is reached in some point δ , for which
, thus making ζ δ < Fig. 3 Therefore, for the arrangements of abscissas of the functions a(x) and F(x) the following inequality is valid:
This intricacy, originally, was characteristic for Sturm's theorems. 
where the zero in the point x=0 is also obligatorily is included. Since π π
Completely analogically the minimum of the function F(x) is between two whole multiples of the number π , i.e. π π 
The procedure is continued and in the next interval of monotony the number of zeros will be M 3 -m 2 in the rising part of the interval, while in the falling part of the interval there will be M 3 -m 4 , where M 3 is the maximum and m 4 is the minimum of the function F(x) and so on. If we now sum up the number of these sections, then it is the number of zero solutions of y 1 .
However, the coefficient a(x) is considered on canonical interval on which it oscillates the canonical number of times, so this procedure should be finished after many steps in some point until which, according to our construction, there are 2n-1 maximums on canonical interval on which a(x) is positive continuous non-monotonous function, which has oscillations from its side, should be as follows:
where M i is the number of multiples of number π up to the maximum of the function F(x) on i th interval, while m i is number of multiples of number π up to the minimum of the function F(x) on the same interval and M is number of multiples of number π on the last interval within [0,X] where
and from which a(x) starts monotonously to rise.
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Fig. 5
Therefore, the exact number of zeros of sine solution is:
In M i we marked the indices with odd numbers, while we used even number for indices in m i in order to connect the adequate maximums with their corresponding minimums.
Analogically we obtain the number of zeros of cosine solution
which is understandable, because sine always has one zero more in closed interval which contains at least one period.
In this way, we have considerably improved Sturm's theorems which are almost 180 years old. Namely, we have determined very precise locations of zeros, as well as number of zero solutions on a definite interval, when the trigger of oscillations is non-monotonous function.
As for the amplitudes of solutions of the equation (1.1), between each two zeros, the problem is more complex and unbalanced, because the amplitudes depend on local extremes of the function of the frequency
Note. Oscillations are possible even if a(x) does not tend towards infinity,
. Then, in the similar way, the number of zeros can be determined on each definite interval [0,X], but that is another problem, in which we come into conflict with the existing theorems from the theory on stability. It is above all Fatu's theorem which claims that if 0
, then all solutions of the equation of oscillations are limited (analogy with plain sine and cosine which deceived Fatu and which actually is not correct). Fatu's theorem was wrong, but it contributed to the theory on stability of oscillations. Counter examples were given by Hukahara, Caciopoli, Peron, Wintner and others. Fatu's theorem was first corrected by the Japanese Hukahara whose theorem claims that if 0
and also if the integral is divergent, i.e.
it is only then that all solutions (all oscillations) are limited. However, this does not reduce significance of Fatu's endeavors. Next proofs for stability of oscillations were provided by Hukahara, Naguma, Caciopoli and many others. This opened an important chapter in testing stability of oscillations in general and not only those of the second order. However, this goes beyond scope of this work. 
, then the number of zeros, i.e. the number of crossing points of the function of frequency , which also
. Therefore, the number of zeros, i.e. the number of frequencies is ( ) 
Conclusion
The linear canonical differential equation ( 
